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Develamat of Evaluation Procedures

The development of any evaluation device must involve

deliberate analytical procedures. If one takes such an

approach the sequence of steps involved is approximately

as follows:

1.. Specify the ultimate goals of tie educaticnal

process.

Derive from these goals the plrtion of the system

under study,

3. Specify these goals in terms of expected student

behavior. If possible and relevant, specify the

acceptable level of successful learning.

For the GEM Project the first three steps have already

been accomplished. It is assumed that further clarification

of objectives will take place as the overall project and

its sub-parts become operational and implemented. Proper

steps shOuId be taken to

Determine the relative emphasis or importance of

various objectives, their content and their be-

haviors.

5. Select or develop appropriate situations that will

elicit the desired behavior in the appropriate



content or environment, assuming the student has

learned it.

6. Assemble a sample of such situations so that

together they best represent the emphasis on content

and behavior previously determined.

7. Provide for the recording of responses in a form

that will facilitate scoring but that does not charts

the nature of the behavior elicited so that it

is no longer a true sample or an accurate index

of the behavior desired.

8. Establish scoring criteria and guides to provide

objective and unbiased judgments.

9. Try out instruments in preliminary form.

10. Undertake a complete item analysis.

11. Revise the sample of situations on the basis of

try-out information.

12. Analyze reliability, validity, and score distri-

butions in accordance with purposes of score

use.

The foregoing steps would be followed no matter what

type of instrument or procedure was being developed. They

would apply in devising a unit exam in child development

or an attitude scale relating to instructional methods.



The following cost unit tables represent the total

cost in evaluating a given objective or group of objectives.

They include consideration not only of development costs,

:)ut also of costs related to administration, scoring,

revision, and a student-examiner time investment factor.

The units within each table represent differential ce,st

factors for a group of ten items or stimuli. Specific

directions precede each table. In general, the procedure

involves totaling the unit weights derived from each of

the seven tables and multiplying by a cost factor. At

this point in time, the cost factor is .10. Miiitiplyin

by this factor will give a dollar cost for 10 items.

This will be subject to change as the costs of materials

and services increase.

Ate,

The cost unit estimates in the tables which follow

were based on the assumptions that:

1. The instrument development involved combined efforts

of (a) an evaluation consultant, (b) a sUbject

matter expert, and (c) a graduate student who

mmad oversee duplication, administration and

data processing.

2. The development phase involved approximately 100

examinees who had been instructed in the material.
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3. The final instrument, device, or procedure will

result from a refinement of an item pool approximately

twice as large as the expected final product.

If a 20-item unit exam is desired, then the

development phase might begin with 40 items.

There are obvious exceptions, e.g. behavior samples

gathered through the use of video tape.

4. If time and funds permit cross-validation of

procedures, it is suggested that the cost be

estimated by considering again Tables 5-7 after

initial development costs have been determined.

Cross-validation costs can be handled separately

or added to validation costs. The cost factor

of .10 again applies.

.5. Only one form of each procedure will be developed.

If more forms are desired, then obviously the total

cost need only be multiplied by the number of forms*

6. Costs were development costs only. Costs to

routinely administer and apply the resulting devices

need to take account of information in Tables

5 (administration) and 6 (scoring). To estimate

application costs obtain weights from these two

tables and multiply by .03.
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Tables for EytimatincLIhmlkmmILSAEUE

Behavioral Area Sams_

It is assumed that the development of items for the

affective area will be more difficult than those in either

the cognitive or psychomotor areas. Identification of the

Table 1.

Weights for Behavioral Area Sampled

Cognitive Affective Psychomotor

10 25 15

appropriate weighting factor relative to the type of item

will of course be determined by the nature of the objective.

In the majority of cases. many items will be developed.

Total cost of the device= will be determined after deter-

mining the cost of a group of ten, i.e. after going through

all seven tables.

Level of Contple2...zcit

Cost of item and instrument development should

obviously be tied to the degree of refinement, complexity,

and difficulty required. What is really being said here

is that some items or procedures are more costly to develop

than Others. Basically, the lower category refers to

knowledge (recall) and comprehension cognitive outcomes,

attending and responding affective outcomes, and simple

5



psychomotor skills. The higher category includes appli-

cation through evaluation cognitive outcomes, valuing,

organization and characterization affective outcomes, and

;;omplex psychomotor skills. Simply add this weight to

that selected from Table 1.

Table 2
Level of Behavioral Complexity

Lower Higher

10 20

Format of Device

In attempting to evaluate a variety of objectives, one

must of necessity employ a variety of techniques. Most of

the frequently-used techniques are listed in Table 3.

They range in degree of sophistication from simple straight-

forward rating scales to complex and refined scaled devices

which employ during their development methods such as the

method of paired comparison, equal appearing intervals,

scalogram analysis and successive intervals. See Appendix

A for a brief bibliograph concerning representative types

of devices. Basically, these categories relate to the

method of recording the examinee responses.
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Table 3.
Format of Device

Behavioral Sample 15 Free Response

Check-List

Forced-Choice

Observation
1.5 Schedule

2.5 Opinionaire

1 Rating Scale 3

2,5 Scaled Device 10

Semantic
Differential 3

Standardized
2.5 Test 1

Stimulus Source

A -Co St differential factor _should be taken into

account -as the deVeloPMent of- --a "new" item is considerably

More -expensive than pulling one from- an old -test or .item

file Or modifying a :previously-iused item.

Table 4,
Stimulus Source

New -Adapted Modified -Old

-55*' 40

1MA

Method of Administration

A variety of methods are avian-able for administering

the procedure, both in trial form and in its polished state,

The cost involved in using a trained examiner in a one-to.

one situation can be substantial. Computer costs are those

basically involved in initially establishing a retrieval

system.



Table 5.
Method of Administration

Self-Group Computer Individual Administration

2.5 3.5 3

Scoring

,gain the use of hand scoring methods.particularly

those involving content analyses, analytical ratings and

the like, can be quite costly. In most cases, several

scorers should be used so as to help insure some objec-

tivity.

Table 6.
Method of Scoring

Hand Hand
(Short Answer) (Extended Response)

Machine

10 2.5

Item and Test Ailalysis

During the development stage, routine examinations

of test and item discriminatim, validity, difficulty, and

reliability should-be undertaken,

table 7,
Method of Item and Test Analysis

1a71230, Computer Computer
(New Program) (Library Program)

2.5 25 5



There are obviously several other factors that should

be taken into account in estimating development and appli-

cation costs. Prominent amoung these are time for student

,:esponse, duplicating of instruments, and revision of

instrument based on tryout data. It was felt that either

it was impossible to estimate these costs or that they

functioned as basically constant factors and were there-

fore treated as a lump-sum constant in the cost factor.

A comment on one remaining factor should be made. It is

almost always desirable to attempt an egternal validation

of any measuring device. The necessity of gathering criterion

data significantly increases development costs. A more

effective instrument or technique will of course be the

result. The determination of an external criteria might

involve as much development effort (time, money, etc.)

did the consttuction, derivation, or modification of

the original device, The overall cost obviously then dub]

Illustrative Estimate

Let us assume that an instructor desires to estin,..te

the cost of producing a 45-item single concept exam. The

test will cover exclusively cognitive outcomes, measure

only lower level outcomes, and have a multiple-choice

format. In addition, thc test will be group administered,

9



machine scored and analyzed. Using Tables I-7, we deter-

mine the following weights:

Table Category Weight,

Behavioral Area Sampled
Level of Behavioral Complexity

Cognitive
Lower

10
10

3. Format of Device Forced-Choice 2,5
4, Stimulus Source Old 40
5. Method of Administration Group 2.5
6. Method of Scoring Machine 2.5
7. Method of Item and Test

Analysis IBM 1230 2.5
70.0

Multiplying by a cost factor of .10 results in an estkimate

of $7,00 for 10 items of the type specified. The total

cost for 45 items would be $31.50. One would probably

need as many as 65-70 items in order to end up with the

final_ 45 refined items. 'Cost- adjustments obViously need

to= be: made. As other factors come into play, costs will

be influenced. For example, if instead of using old

nevi ones were to be -constructed, costs would -increase.

If the device were to include_ both lower and- higher complexity

items-2 'costs would go- up. 1Due to the fact that the

objectives for GEM have been -so well specified,- require-

mentS can be -anticipated.
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